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Syntactic theories have the nice property that a unification algorithm may be computed directly 
from the form of the axioms of a specific presentation, called resolvent, of the theory. In this work we 
present and prove a completion algorithm that, for a given presentation, returns a resolvent set of 
axioms whenever it terminates. 
1. Introduction 
Unification in equational theories [33] is at the very heart of theorem proving [25] 
and logic programming [S] but has the main drawback of being undecidable [30]. 
One is thus in a situation to find specific unification algorithms for equational theories 
of interest: major examples are the empty theory (no axioms) [lo, 271, associative 
commutative theories [29, 191 and associativity theory [22, 11. In this context one 
would like to find general methods for building unification algorithms for specific 
theory classes. Such an approach consists in transforming the initial unification 
problem into systems of equations that are in solved form, i.e. are such that their set of 
solutions can be found easily. This transformation is obtained by combining three 
elementary ones; namely, decomposition and merging, which do not depend on the 
equational theory, and mutation, which relies completely on the specific equational 
theory considered. The difficulty is then to find such a transformation. It has been 
done in various cases and the idea developed in [17] is to find the mutation 
transformation directly from the syntactic form of the axioms presenting the theory. 
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This was first presented in [17] and [lS] and is presented here in detail including all 
the proofs and a completion algorithm that computes from a presentation of an 
equational theory a particular presentation from which the mutation transformation 
is computed automatically. 
The first part of this paper recalls the approach we follow [16, 171: when the 
decompositionmerging-mutation yields a disjunction of systems consisting in equa- 
tions of the form x= t, it can be solved in one iteration for a class of equational 
theories (called “simple” theories [4]) that include permutative theories. The second 
part of the paper describes in detail the approach introduced in [18]: for theories 
which are called “syntactic”, the mutation operation can be syntactically deduced 
from the form of the axioms. The third part consists in the proof of a unification 
completion procedure which returns, for a set of linear axioms as input, and, whenever 
it terminates, a resolvent set of axioms, showing that the theory is syntactic. 
2. An algebraic approach of unification 
2.1. Dtlfinitions 
Our definitions and notations are consistent with those of Huet and Oppen [13]. 
Given a set X of variables and a graded set F of function symbols, the free F-algebra 
over X is denoted by T(F, X) and its elements are called terms. Terms can be viewed 
as functions from the free monoid on the nonzero natural numbers denoted by N*, , to 
FuX. The domain of the term t considered as a function, is denoted by O(t) and is 
called the set of occurrences of t. For example, t(s) is the top symbol of the term t. 
Var(t) denotes the set of variables of t, t/m the subterm of t at occurrence m (for 
mEO(r)), and ttmctS1 the term obtained by replacing t/m by t’ in t. A term is linear if no 
variable occurs twice in it. Substitutions o are endomorphisms of T(F, X) with a finite 
domain D(a). A substitution CJ is denoted by its graph {(xlwtl), . . . ,(x,t+t,)}. I(o) is 
the set of variables introduced by the substitution cr. glw is the restriction of the 
substitution 0 to the subset W of X. If C is a set of substitutions then Cl w = {a, w 1 OEC} 
is the set of elements of C restricted to W. 
We call any unordered pair {t, t’} of terms axiom and write t = t’. An axiom t = t’ is 
linear whenever t and t’ are linear terms. The A-equality =A is the smallest congruence 
on T(F, X) closed under instantiation and generated by a set A of axioms. H, 
denotes one step of axiom application at occurrence m. If all the classes under =A are 
finite, the theory is said to bejinite. 
We denote by <a the subsumption preorder on T(F, X) defined by t <at1 iff 
t’ =A a(t) for a substitution 0 and called a match from t to t’. Composition of 
substitutions 0 and p is denoted by a.p; thus, a.p(x)= a@(x)). When the substitutions 
E and p coincide on the common part of their domains, CI + p denotes the substitution 
whose value is U(X) if XED(U) and p, otherwise. Given a subset L’ of X, we define 
0 <A 0’ [V] iff 30” such that VXE V, D’(X) =A a”. B(X). The qualification [VI is omitted 
when V=X. 
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An A-un$er of two terms t and t’ is a substitution (T such that o(t) =A a(t’). If A = 9, 
then o is said to be a $-unifier and we have a(t)=o(t’). 
We now introduce the notions of multiequations, systems of multiequations, 
disjunction of systems of multiequations, A-dependence and A-equivalence. 
A multiequation e is a nonempty multiset of terms, which is also called an equation 
and is denoted by t = t’ if it contains only two terms t, t’. Var(e) is the set of variables 
of the multiequation e, i.e. the set of all variables occurring in the terms of the multi- 
equation. V(e) is the set of all terms of e that are reduced to a variable, and Term(e) the 
set of all nonvariable terms of e. An A-solution of a multiequation e is a substitution 
o such that for any two elements u and u of e, a(u) =A a(v). The set of A-solutions of e is 
denoted by SU(e, A). 
Example 2.1. (x, y, -x, z +( -z)} is a multiequation e such that V(e) = {x, y>, 
Var(e) = {x, Y, a}, T erm(e) = { - x, z + ( - z)}. It is also denoted by 
(x=y= -x=z+(-z)). 
A system ofmultiequations is a multiset of multiequations. A substitution o is an 
A-solution of the system of multiequations S iff g is an A-solution of each multiequa- 
tion in S. Thus, by definition SU(S, A)= n_sSU(e, A). The set of all variables 
occurring in the system S is denoted by Var(S). 
We now need to introduce the notion of disjunction system. It is required in general 
since, assuming the commutativity off, the equation 
f(4 b) =f(c, d 1 
is said to be, in a sense made precise later, equivalent modulo the commutativity to the 
disjunction system 
u= 
b=d 
i 
a=d 
b=c i 
i 
a=c 
i.e.f(a, b)=f(c, d) iff u=c and b=d or a=d and b=c. 
A multiset U of systems of multiequations is called a disjunction system. The set of 
variables of such a disjunction system U is denoted by Var( U ). A substitution cr is an 
A-solution of the disjunction system U iff there exists a system S of U such that (T is an 
A-solution of S. SU(U, A) is the set of A-solutions of the disjunction system U and by 
definition, SU(U, A)= UsEaSU(S, A). 
Example2.2. S,={x=y=a+(x+b),x= -x} and SZ={a+(a+x)=x+z} are 
two systems and U= {S,, S,} is a disjunction system. 
We call a unification problem that is either a multiequation, or a system of 
multiequations, or a disjunction system, a unijicand. In fact, following Plotkin [25], we 
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are interested in a subset generating the set of A-solutions of a unificand. C, denoted 
by CSU(U, A), is a complete set of A-solutions of the unificand U away from the set of 
variable W such that Var( U)g W iff 
(1) V)OEC, D(a)EVar(U) and Z(o)n W=@; 
(2) V’OEC, OESU(U, A); 
(3) VCCESU(U, A), 3a~C such that CJ &a[Var(U)]. 
Furthermore, C is said to be minimal if it satisfies 
(4) Va, ~‘EC, 0 dAO’[Var(U)] *o=o’. 
By definition, two unificands U1 and U, are A-equivalent iff they have the same set 
of A-solutions. This is denoted by U1 ea U2 or simply, U,$U,. We say that the 
unificand U2 is A-dependent of U1, or equivalently that U1 A-extends Uz iff for any 
complete set of A-solutions C of U1, CIVar,L.Ij is a complete set of A-unifiers of Uz. 
The next useful properties are proved in [17]. 
l A-equivalence (A-dependence) is preserved by replacement of a disjunction system 
part by an A-equivalent (A-dependent) one. 
0 If U =[Si]i.r is a disjunction system then Uie, CSU (Si, A) is a complete set of 
A-solutions of U. 
2.2. Simplifying systems of multiequations 
The goal of this section is to show how to simplify a unificand U1 to obtain an 
A-equivalent or A-extending unificand Uz whose multiequations are of type 
(x1 = x2 = .. f =x, = t). For that we introduce three processes: (1) the decomposi- 
tion, which simplifies multiequations without considering the axioms (when possible), 
(2) the mutation, which simplifies the unificand taking into account the form of the 
axioms and (3) the merging, which groups together the constraints on the same variables. 
2.2.1. Decomposition 
We first introduce an important subset of the symbols set F; namely, the set of 
decomposable symbols. For such symbols the simplification is really simple. 
The set of A-decomposable symbols Ff is the largest subset of F such that for any 
fandf’ in F$‘, for any terms t=f(tl ,..., t,), t’=f’(t; ,..., tb): 
(1) f#f’=SU(t=t’, A)=$; 
(2) f=f’~(t=t’={ti=tjj,=I,,,,,.). 
Actually, the condition of maximality of Fi is not essential. We can use any (easily 
computable) subset of Ff as set of decomposable symbols. A top-F f-term is a term 
t=f(tl, . . . , t,) withfbelonging to Fi. 
In order to decompose a multiequation e as much as possible we structure it as 
follows: 
l v(e) the set of all variable terms of e; 
l P(e) the set of nonvariable terms in e which are not top-Ff-terms; 
l T(e) the set of top-Fi-terms of e; 
e is denoted by e=( P’(e)=P(e)= T(e)). 
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The basic idea is that if e has an A-solution, then the terms of r(e) have a common 
part and a frontier which are defined with respect to the following inference rule. The 
system constructor is denoted by A and the disjunction system operator by v ; 
@ denotes A or v and Vis a system without solution. 
Decomposition: 
u@(v=P=z-u(f(t~ )...) tJ=f(ti )...) tb))) 
U@[(V=P=Tu{f(t,,... ,t,)}) A (tl=t;) A ... A(t,=t;)]’ 
Clash of symbols: 
u@(v=P=Tu(f(r, ,._.) r,,)=g(t> )...) rb))) 
UOV 
iff#g. 
The decomposition of a unificand U, denoted by Dee(U), is defined as the normal 
form of U for the decomposition rule above. It is easy to show that U and Dee(U) are 
A-equivalent. 
2.2.2. Merging a system of multiequations 
The merging operation consists in regrouping together the constraints on the same 
variable. For two multiequations e and e’ such that V(e) and V(e’) are not disjoint, the 
multiequation defined by Merg(e, e’) = (V(e)u v(e’) = P(e)uP (e’) = T(e)u T(e’)) is 
called the merging of e and e’. For a system of multiequations S, the merging of S, 
denoted by Merg(S), is the system obtained from S by replacing any pair of mergeable 
multiequations by their merging. Merg(S) is thus the normal form of the system S for 
the following transformation rule: 
Merging: 
u@((Vu(x}=P=TA V’u{x}=P’=T’)) 
UO(VuV’u{x}=PuP’=TuT’) . 
A disjunction system U is merged iff any system of U is merged. Merg(U) denotes 
the disjunction system obtained from U by merging all systems in U. For any 
disjunction system of multiequations U, Merg(U) and U are A-equivalent. 
2.2.3. Mutation of a system of multiequations 
Decomposition and merging yield the following kinds of multiequations: 
(1) ~(e)={p,,...,p,}={u} with n31 and piEP( 
(2) F’(e)={pl,...,p,} with n>,2 and pigP( 
(3) V(e)= {t}; 
(4) V(e). 
The last two kinds of multiequations are said to befull_v decomposed. In cases (1) and 
(2), it is necessary to transform such multiequations into A-equivalent (or more 
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generally A-extended) disjunction systems for which the decomposition-merging 
process can be iterated or that are fully decomposed. To do so, we introduce a new 
system transformation, called mutation. This transformation should A-extend its input 
unificand U in such a way that there exists a strategy of combination of decomposi- 
tion-merging and mutation that yields a disjunction of fully decomposed systems. It 
is, of course, not possible to determine a mutation operation of any equational theory 
since unification is undecidable in general. An example of mutation is given in the last 
part of this paper for syntactic theories. Note that decomposition can be viewed as 
a mutation operation valid for decomposable symbols. 
In the sequel we assume that there exists a mutation transformation for the 
considered theory and, thus, that there exists an operation Mut such that Mut(U) 
A-extends U. The corresponding transformation rule is: 
Mutation: 
uos 
U @ Mut(S) 
2.2.4. The simpliJication 
In order to fully decompose a disjunction system of multiequations, we repeat the 
steps of decomposition, merging and mutation. Let DEC-MER-MUT[A](U) be the 
normal form (if it exists) of a unificand U for the previous inference rule in the theory 
A. In most of the cases, the mutation operation is the most expensive one; thus, it is 
preferable to use a strategy of rules application where mutation is lazily applied, but 
there are many other strategies. An interesting feature of the approach followed here is 
that correctness is proved independently of the strategy. Termination, of course, can 
be strongly influenced by the strategy, as explained in details for associativity- 
commutativity or right-commutativity in [17]. 
Theorem 2.3. If A is a theory for which there exists a mutation transformation, then for 
any disjunction system U, if DEC-MER-MUT[A](U ) exists, it is a fully decomposed 
disjunction system U’ extending U. 
2.3. Solving fully decomposed systems of multiequations 
We recall now [17] that for a class of theories including finite theories it is possible 
to determine a complete set of A-solutions of a system S by composing, in a nonrecur- 
sive way, complete sets of A-solutions of each multiequation in S. For this kind of 
theories, we do not need to instantiate any multiequation during the solving of a fully 
decomposed system, as a Robinson-like algorithm [27, 29, 6, 321 does. In particular, 
this shows that finite theories are as regular concerning the solving of fully decom- 
posed systems as the empty theory. 
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2.3.1. Detection of cycles 
Let < denote the standard ordering between multiequations [23, 121: 
e < e’o 3xE I’(e), 3tETerm(e’) such that xeVar(t). 
Martelli and Montanari proved that for the empty theory, if the system of multi- 
equations S has @solutions, then the transitive closure < + of < is a strict ordering on 
S. This result is extended in [20] to the minus theories, but it does not hold in general 
[17]. Let us call strict those theories A such that if a fully decomposed system S has 
A-solutions, then < + is a strict ordering on S. We call cyclic any system S containing 
at least one cycle for <+, i.e. 3ei...e,ES such that e,< ... <e,ie,. 
Let us define simple theories as theories A such that there is no term A-equal to one 
of its proper subterm. Then, it is proved in [4] that a theory is simple if and only if it is 
strict and that any finite theory is simple. 
Let following be the transformation rules: 
Cycle: 
s 
- if S is cyclic. 
V 
Solving: 
CSU(~X1=tl,...,Xt=tt}) 
{(x1+%P . ..O(xtHtt)} 
lf i<j*ej#ei. 
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a strict theory and S a fully decomposed and merged system. 
Then, it is decidable ifs has A-solutions or not. More precisely, the transformation rules 
given above return a complete set of A-solutions of S. 
3. Syntactic theories 
From now on, we show how a unification algorithm can be automatically deduced 
from the form of the axioms defining the theory, provided the theory is syntactic. This 
condition can be checked on an appropriate notion of critical pairs and a completion 
process is deduced from this critical-pair check. It allows computing a presentation of 
the theory from which the mutation operation can be deduced and, thus, if the 
decomposition-merginggmutation process terminates and if the theory is strict, one 
gets, with the tool we sketch in the preceding section, a unification algorithm for the 
theory. 
3.1. Definitions 
We now suppose that the theories considered are collapse-free, which means that 
any A-equal terms are nonvariable. A collapse axiom is an axiom of the form x = t, 
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where x is a variable and t a nonvariable term. Every presentation of a collapse-free 
theory does not contain collapse axioms. This excludes axioms like idempotency 
(x+x=x) or involution (-(-(x)) = x). Note that (basic) narrowing [14, 17,261 is 
a more adapted tool to solve the unification problem in collapse theories. 
In order to define syntactic theories, we first need to introduce some terminology. 
Let 
T(A)={ (if’} 13{1, T}EA, I(s)=fand r(c)=fl) 
be the set of top symbols of the axioms in A and 
.4(f;f’)={ {l=r}~A iI(c)=fand r(e)=fl} 
be the subset of A whose top symbols are f andf’. 
A set A of axioms is resoluent iff for all terms t =f(tl, . . . , t,) and t’=f’(t’, , . . . , tb) 
such that jf,f’}~T(A): 
1 
i 
f=f’ and 
Vj~[l . . n], tj =* t;, 
or 
t=Af 0 
i 
!ll=rEA(JIf’), 3a such that 
VjE[l . . PI], tj =A C(l/j) 
and 
Vlke[l ..p], t; =Aa(r/k). 
An equational theory is said to be syntactic if it is generated by a finite and resolvent 
set of axioms. It can be characterized precisely by the form of the A-equality proof of 
two terms. 
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a set of collapse-free axioms. A is resolvent ifSfor any terms 
t=f(t1, . ..) t,) and t’=f’(t;, . . . , tb) such that t =A t’ there exists a proof 
with at most one of the mj equal to 6 for jE[O.. I- 11. 
Proof. (1) If A is resolvent, it is trivial by definition of the resolvence that if t =A t’, 
there exists a proof 
with at most one of the mj equal to E for jE[O.. l- 11. 
(2) Conversely, let t and t’ be two terms such that t =A t’. By hypothesis, there exists 
a proof 
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with at most one of the mj equal to E. 
l If all mj are different from E, we have, necessarily, f=f’ and VjE[l . . I], tj =A ti. 
l If there exists k~ [0 . .1- l] such that mk = e and if the axiom applied is g = d, then we 
have 
where vk and vk + 1 are given by 
&=f(Zj;, .. . , v;), L‘k+l=fl(V:+‘,...,~~+l), 
and, consequently, we have for some substitution a: 
-for each j in [l ..n]: tj=at$=a(g/j); 
-foreachhin[l..p]:t6=,v~+‘=a(d/h). 0 
We are interested in syntactic theories since they allow a form of generalization of 
an equation using the form of the axioms. This generalization can be considered as 
a more general form of decomposition. Let A be a set of (noncollapsing) axioms, 
e=(f(tl, . . , tn)=fl (t;, . , tb)), an equation and W a set of protected variables 
containing Var(e). Iff=f’ we denote by Dee,(e) the system 
We denote by GenAx(e, A, W) the disjunction of systems: 
GenAx(e, A, W) = {tj=l/j)IEII..nj 
{f;=r/kfk,,, .p] 1 ,=rt/l,Jf.,’ 
where we suppose that all the variables of the axioms have been renamed in such 
a way that (Var(l)uVar(r))n W=$ 
The generalization of e by the axioms of A is then defined as the unificand 
Gen(e, A, W) = 
GenAx(e, A, W) if f#f’, 
GenAx(e, A, W)u[Dec,(e)] if f=f’. 
For example, if we consider A reduced to the axiom of commutativity of the symbol 
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+ and the equation e = (U + O) = (u’ + u’), then 
Ii u = u’ v=v, (=Dec,(e)), 
X-V 
Gen(e, A, W) = 
I==:, (decomposition w.r.t. y +x = x + y), 
y=v’ 
x-u 
cx”,, (decomposition w.r.t. x+y= y+x). 
Generalization by the axioms preserves the solutions of the unificands provided that 
A is syntactic as stated by the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. If A is a resolvent set of noncollapsing axioms, then for any undecompos- 
able equation e=(f(tI, . . . , t,,)=y (t;, . . . , tb)), Gen(e, A, W)-,e. 
Proof. Let U= Gen(e, A, W). We have to prove that for each complete set of A- 
solutions C of U, Z,vsr,e) is a complete set of A-solutions of e. 
(1) Let us prove first that Civar,r) is a set of A-solutions of e. Let o be an A-solution of 
U. There exists then a system S of U for which IS is an A-solution. 
l 
0 
If S is Dee,(e), it is clear that CJ is A-solution of e. 
If not, there exists then an axiom g = d in A(f;f’) such that (T is an A-solution of the 
system 
S={tj=g/jVje[l..n], t;=d/kVkE[l..p]}. 
We then have 
a(f(t1,..‘,t,))=f(a(tl),...,o(t”)) 
=Af(4g/l), . . . , ~(sln))=~(s) 
=A 44 =f ‘(4dllL . . . ,4dlp)) 
=A a(f’vl 1 . . . , t;)X 
which prove that c is an A-solution of e. 
(2) Let us now prove the completeness of CIvarCe,. For this we have to prove that 
V’ccEES(e, A), 3a~Z such that CJ <A a[Var(e)]. We will denote the equation e by t =t’. 
aEES(e, A)o a(t) =A rx(t’). Two substitutions are then possible: 
(a) f=f’ and for each jE[l . . n] we have U(tj) =A cc(t>), which assures that tl is an 
A-solution of U. 
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(b) There exists an element g =d of A(f,f’) and a substitution p such that D(p)n 
Var(e)=g and Vj~[l ..n], a(tj) =Ap(g/j) and V’k~[l ..p], a(&) =Ap(d/k). P+C( has 
a meaning because p and cx have disjoint domains and it is an A-unifier of U since it is 
an A-solution of one of its systems. 
Let A = c( in the case (a) and 3, = a + p in the case (b). Then, we have &(ej = c( in all 
the cases. Since Z is a CSU of U and I. is an A-solution of U, there exists a substitution 
c of C such that 
~.a=I~[Var(U)1, 
which implies, since Var(e) z Var(U ), that 
p.a=A[Var(e)]. 0 
Thus, the generalization of e by Gen(e, A, W) gives us a mutation transformation 
for syntactic theories. We have now to provide tools to prove, if possible in an 
automatic way, that a theory is syntactic. That is the purpose of the following section. 
3.2. Sujicient conditions for syntacticness 
The first sufficient condition we give is simply a condition on the occurrences of 
applications of the axioms in the equality proof of two terms. From that we deduce the 
second sufficient condition which consists in checking that critical pairs between the 
axioms have a good property called E-confluence. 
We denote by t F?~+~, t’ any proof oft =A t’ without any application of an axiom at 
occurrence E. We say that the set of axioms A is &-conjuent iff the following two 
conditions are satisfied for any terms to, tl, tZ: 
(1) If tl H[El to H[c] 2, t then there exists terms w and w’ such that 
(2) If tl HL~I to &ic+&, tZ, then there exists t3 such that 
Proposition 3.3. Zf A is an e-confluent set of axioms then A is resolvent. 
Proof. By induction on the number of applications of axioms at occurrence E in any 
proof of t =A t’. 0 
We localize now the test of &-confluence. The couple of terms (p, q) is a critical pair 
iff there exist two axioms g = d and g’ = d’ (considered here as rewrite rules, i.e. 
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oriented) in A, one occurrence m in O(g) and a #-unifier cr of g/m and g’ such that 
p = a(d) and q = a(gr,cd,l). A critical pair is said to be &-confluent iff 
P&,,]q, or 3w such that p Al+, w HCC, q. 
Proposition 3.4. When A is a set of linear axioms, A is an .z-conjluent set of axioms ifand 
only if any critical pair (p,q) is E-conjluent. 
Proof. (1) It is easy to verify that s-confluence implies that any critical pair is 
s-confluent. 
(2) Conversely, let t, tl, tl, t, be terms such that 
tl Hrw=a t H [m.g'=d'] f2 A[+;, t3. 
Let us prove the property by induction on n. If n = - 1, it is trivially true. If n 3 0, 
two cases 
(i) If m$O(g) (m#E), then there is no underlying critical pair and, consequently, since 
axioms are supposed to be linear, there exists t4 such that 
which allows us to conclude by applying the induction hypothesis on the proof of 
t4=/j t3. 
(ii) If mEO(g), then let r and p be the substitutions of domains included in Var(g) 
and Var(g’), respectively, where we suppose that Var(g)nVar(g’)=$ (it is always 
possible by renaming the variables of the axioms) and such that t =cc(g) and 
t/m = fl(g’). We have then 
(a+B)(glm)=~(g)lm=tlm=lJ(g’)=(~+B)(g’). 
Then x + fi is an g-unifier of g/m and g’. Let 0 be a most general unifier of g/m and g’, 
there exists then p such that ,u . g = a + 8. Let (p, q) be a critical pair such that p = o(d) 
and q = o(g[,,,_d’]). We have then 
By hypothesis on the m-critical pair (p, q) we have either p AL+ q, in which case 
t1 =P(P)&,,,PL(q)=t2> 
which allows US to conclude independently of n, or there exists a term w such that 
p k%liE] w Hrizl q, in which case 
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which allows us to conclude by applying the induction hypothesis on the proof of 
p(w) =at3. 0 
So, as a sufficient condition for a set of axioms to be resolvent, we get the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.5. Any set of linear axioms A such that every critical pair between two 
elements of A is E-confluent is resolvent. 
This allows one to test automatically if a set of axioms is resolvent. As a conse- 
quence, this gives a way to compute automatically the mutation process attached to 
the theory generated by A. For this kind of theories we are able to build automatically 
an A-unification procedure. 
3.3. A unijication completion procedure 
As usual [21, 12, 151, we deduce from the critical-pair check, a completion proced- 
ure which returns, a resolvent set of axioms whenever it terminates. Starting from a set 
of linear axioms A, UNIF-COMPLETION (Fig. 1) computes the A-critical pairs and 
checks if they are a-confluent. If not, it adds to A the axiom allowing to make the 
critical pair &-confluent. If UNIF-COMPLETION terminates, it returns a finite and 
resolvent set of axioms. Otherwise, provided a fairness hypothesis on the choice of the 
axioms into A, the infinite set of axioms generated is resolvent. 
3.4. Proqf of the completion procedure 
UNIF-COMPLETION is an instance of a general completion scheme described in 
the sequel by transformation rules denoted by TR. Then we will prove completeness 
and correctness of these transformations by using the orderings for equational proofs 
[2]. A given strategy in the application of the rules of TR fixes a completion 
procedure. We denote by UC the family of possible completion procedures. 
UNIF-COMPLETION=proc (A: set of linear axioms) returns (set of axioms) 
B: set of axioms:=@ 
While A # $ do 
choose an axiom (I= r) in A 
Compute the critical pairs of I = r on itself and with the elements of B 
Add any critical pair non E-confluent under AvB into A 
Add [=r into B 
enddo 
return(B) 
end UNIF-COMPLETION 
Fig. 1. Completion into a resolvent set of axioms. 
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Our completion procedures UC are based on transformation rules for transforming 
each 3-tuple (Ax, #, 9) into ($, $, B), w h ere Ax is the initial set of axioms to be 
completed, and B the resolvent set of axioms deduced from Ax whenever UC 
terminate. 
3.4.1. The transformation rules 
Let us now see the transformation rules of the syntactic completion procedures UC. 
These rules are transforming the 3-tuple (Ax, PC, B), where Ax is the set of axioms to 
be completed, PC, the set of critical pairs for which we are testing the s-confluence and 
B the resolvent set of axioms deduced from Ax. 
(R,) CP-Computation: 
Axu{g=d}, PC, B 
Ax, PcuPC, Bu(g=d}’ 
where PC is the set of e-critical pairs obtained by superposing g = d with the elements 
of (AxuB). 
(R,) Confluent-CP: 
Ax’ “““’ ‘I’ B 
Ax, PC, B 
if (p, q) is s-confluent for AxuB. 
(Rx) Trivial-CP: 
Ax, Pcu{P,P}, B 
Ax, PC, B ’ 
(R4) Nonconjluent-CP: 
Ax, PCU{P, q}> B 
Wu{p=q}), PC, B 
if (p, q) is not a-confluent for (AxuB). 
We denote by (Ax, PC, B)+ &Ax’, PC’, B’) the application of a transformation 
rule Ri. 
3.4.2. Proof of correctness and completeness 
Definition 3.6. A proof 9 of s = t in (Ax, PC, B) is a sequence s,, H s1 H ... H s,, 
where s0 = s, s, = t and H is the application of one axiom of (AxuB). 
Every single proof step si_ I H Si must be justified by an axiom Ui = Ui in (AxuB), 
a substitution pi and an occurrence pi such that (si _ l)/pi = ai and si = Si- 1 [ai(v 
We say that an equality s= t is provable in (Ax, PC, B) if and only if there exists a proof 
9 of s = t in (Ax, PC, B). A subproofof 9 is any proof (si, . . , , sj), where 0 <i <j< n. The 
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notation 9 [Y] indicates that 9’ is a subproof of P. A proof B is in canonical form if it 
has one of the following forms: 
(1) 9=91, 
(2) ~=soHtEj~r, 
where Pi is a proof with no axiom application at occurrence E. 
To prove the correctness of the set of transformation rules UC we have to prove 
that s = t is provable in (Ax, PC, B) if and only if s = t is provable in (Ax’, PC’, B’) 
whenever (Ax, PC, B)auc(Ax’, PC’, B’). 
Lemma 3.7. (correctness lemma). Zf(Ax, PC, B) =k-“c (Ax’, PC’, B’), then the congruence 
relations =AXuB and =AxS,,S’ are the same. 
Proof. We have to distinguish three cases: 
(1) According to the rule RI we have 
Ax=Ax’u{g=d}, B’=Bu{g=d} and Pc’=PcuPC. 
The congruence =(AxuBj is then equal to =((AxSvi8=d~)vB), which is equal to 
=~Ax~u~Bujg=d~~~ which is also equal to =(Ax,uB,). 
(2) By using the transformation rules R2 and R3 we do not change the set of axioms 
Ax and B, then it is clear that the congruences =AxvB and =Ax’“B’ are the same. 
(3) By using the rule R4 we have (Ax, Pcu { p, q}, B)aUC (Axu { p = q}, PC, B). To 
prove that = (Rsvej and =(Ax,vEj are the same we shall prove that =(&B) S =(A_Y,UB’j and 
=(AxUt) s =(AxuB)~ 
(a) It is clear that =,&Bz =Ax,vB, since (AxuB)G(Axu{ p=q}uB). 
(b) Let us now prove that =Ax.vB,~ =AxvB. Let s= t be a provable axiom in 
(Axu{p=q}, PC, B) and let us check if s= t is also provable in (Ax, Pcu{p, q}, I?). 
That s= t is provable in (Axu{p=q}, PC, B) implies that for each step of the proof, 
there is an axiom I= r in (Axu { p = q}uB) and a substitution u such that s = a(l) and 
t = a(r) 
l if the axioms used in all the steps of the proof are in (AxuB), then we have s = AluB t 
and, consequently, s= t is provable in (Ax, Pcu{p, qj, I?). 
l If s= t is provable by using the axiom p=q, then the proof 9 of s= t is 
??‘=Pi HCP=41P2, where 9i and Pz are proofs. 
p = q is an s-critical pair. It is then obtained by superposing two axioms (g = d and 
g’=d’)+xuB). 
Thus, the proof 9 of s=t is equivalent to 9’=Y1 H~,=~,H~~~_,~~~~, which is 
a proof of s = t in (Ax, PC, B). 
=(,&&) and =(Ax.uB’, are then the same. Cl 
Now we prove that the construction of a resolvent set of axioms from a given set of 
axioms is possible in UC under some fairness conditions. 
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Definition 3.8. A UC-derivation (Ax,,, PC,,, B,), (Ax,, PC,, B,), . . . is called fair if 
(1) fTj>iPCj=pJ f or all i. This means that all the critical pairs computed have to be 
checked. 
(2) V’i~l Vg = deAxi, 3j > i such that the transformation rule RI is applied on g = d. 
This means that there is no axiom in Ax for which the critical pairs are never 
computed. 
Under this fairness condition, by applying the transformation rules on (Ax, #, pl), 
where Ax is a set of axioms, and if the derivation process terminates, we will generate 
(9, #, B), where B is a resolvent set of axioms. To prove this affirmation we will define 
a proof ordering >. For example, we have 
(1) 9’=PI H[,~~H~~,~~>~‘=~~ H~+~~H~~,H~+~,~~, since we have reduced in 
the proof 9’ the number of axioms applied at the occurrence E. 
(2) ~=PI H~~,,H~,,~P,>~‘=~~H[~IH[~,I P2, since we have the application 
of an axiom at the occurrence E nearer to the beginning of the proof in 9’ than in P. 
A proof 9’ of s = t in (Ax’, PC’, B’) will be simpler, for a given order to be defined 
below, than a proof .9 of s = t in (Ax, PC, B) whenever (Ax, PC, B)z-,-~ (Ax’, PC’, B’). Let 
us now define formally our proof ordering. For this we specify a complexity measure 
c on single proof steps and a corresponding ordering >c. Let 9 be a proof. The 
complexity measure c of 9 is 
cV’P)=(nber,(8, L&3), 
where 
l nber,(P) is the number of axioms applied at occurrence E. 
nber,(&,,,)=O, nber,(gP, ~[~,Y~)=nber,(9’,)+nber,(?J”,)+ 1. 
l L, is the sum of the lengths of the axioms superposed at occurrence E from the left 
beginning of the proof. So, we have 
where 
IsHtl= 1, I~P,Htl=l~,l+l. 
The ordering >c associated with this complexity measure is the lexicographic order 
on a couple of naturals. 
Lemma 3.9. (critical-pairs lemma). When A is linear, ifs Hloc,y=dl u HCe,s.=d.l t, then 
(1) Ifoc$o(g), then s Hc~.~,=sI a’ H[,,,,.,=dl t, 
(2) Else there exists a critical pair p = q obtained by superposing g = d and g’ = d’, such 
that s=u[o(p)] and t=u[a(q)]. In other words, we have s HCpsyl t. 
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Proof. We can distinguish two situations: (i) if oc$O(g), then g = d and g’= d’ are not 
superposed. Since the axioms are supposed to be linear, we can permute the applica- 
tion order of the two rub3 and obtain s H[&=d’] u’ Hloc,u=dl t. 
(ii) if oc~O(g), then g = d and g’ = d’ can be superposed. Thus, there is a critical pair 
p = q obtained by superposing g = d on g’ = d’, and a substitution CJ such that s = [a(~)] 
and t = [a(q)]. 
By superposing g=d on g’=d’ we obtain the critical pair (p, q) such that 
(1) p=2(g[occ+d]) and q=l.(d’), 
where I. is the most general unifier of g and g’. On the other hand, we have a,(g’)=u 
and al(g)=u/OCC from which we can deduce that 
(2) a2(s)=u/,,,=a,(g’/,,,)=o,(g’/,,,). 
Let us suppose that Var(g)n Var(g’) = fl. This implies that Dom(o,) n Dom(a2) =fl. 
We can then assume that 
(3) 0 = or+ 02 such that VxEDom(oi), O(X) = ai( 
Now from (2) and (3) we can deduce that cr(g)= a(g’/OCC). Since c is the unifier of g and 
S’/llCC> there exists a minimal unifier i. such that 
(4) i. < CJ and i.(g) = i( g’/O,,). 
On the other hand, we have s=u[occca,(d)] and t = aI( By using (4) and (1) we 
can deduce that 
(a) t=a,(d’)=a(d’)=pi(d’)=p(q) and 
(b) ~=u[occ-~~(d)]=u[occto(d)]=u[occc~~(d)]=~~(g’)[occc~~(d)]= 
p(i,(g’[occ+d]))=p(p). q 
Lemma 3.10 (completeness lemma). Let (AQ, PcO, B,), (Ax,, PC,, I?,), . . . be a fair 
derivation and pi a proof of S= t in (Axi, Pci, Bi). If pi is not in canonical form, then 
there is,for some j>i, u p~00f9pj ~fs=t in (AXj, PCj, Bj) with C(Pi)>C(Pj). 
Proof. Let Yi be a noncanonical proof (~0, , s,) of s = t in (Axi, Pci, Bi). TWO cases 
may occur: 
(1) We superpose simultaneously, in the proof pi, two axioms at occurrence e. 
Then, 
y,=s, H ..‘sk H[l.y=d]Sk+l H[,,<j=d,,Sk+~ “’ Hs,. 
Let j be the first derivation that will change the proof pi (j exists necessarily by the 
second condition of fairness). During the step j, we will then compute the critical pairs 
of g = d and g’= d’. Let (p, q) be the critical pair generated by the superposition of g = d 
and g’=d’. 
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(a) If the critical pair (p, q) is s-confluent, then from the proof gi we can generate 
the proof 
g,=so H ... sk H[,,] H[E] H[zalsk+z Hsk+3 ... Hsn, 
and we have c(Pi) > ,c(Pj) since we have reduced, in Pj, the number of super- 
positions at occurrence E. 
(b) If the critical pair (p,q) is not s-confluent, then by using the first fairness 
condition, we will necessarily consider the critical pair (p, q). By using the transforma- 
tion rule R4 at the step j, we will add the axiom p = q to the set of axioms Axj_ 1 and we 
will have AXj= AXj- ru{p=q}. The proof pi is then simplified into the proof 
Pj=S, H .‘. Sk-1 Hsk H[E,p=q]s~+2 H~k+3 .” Hs,, 
and we have c(Pi) > c(Pj) since we have reduced the number of superpositions at 
occurrence E. 
(2) The prOOf iS Of the form pi=soH .~~skHC+E,s=d,sk+l HCE,y.=d’,sk+Z . . . Hs,. 
Because of the fairness conditions, we will compute during a step j > i the critical pairs 
of g=d and g’=d’. Let (p, q) be the critical pair obtained by superposing g=d and 
g’ = d’. Two cases may occur: 
(a) (p, q) is E-confluent. The proof 9j is then 
p,=soH ... Sk-1 H Sk H[c]H[+elSk+2HSk+3 “. H %I, 
and we deduce that c(Pi) > c c(Pj) since c(Pj) =(nber,(9’i),L,(PJ- 1). 
(b) The critical pair (p, q) is not s-confluent. The proof 9j is then 
p,=s,H ... Sk H[E.P=q]Sk+2 H Sk+3 ..’ H&n, 
and we have c(Pi)>,c(Pj) since c(Pj)=(nber,(Yi), L,(Yi)-1). 
This proves the completeness of CS. 0 
Corollary 3.11. Under the fairness condition and when Ax is a set of linear axioms, the 
canonicalform of(Ax, 8, $?)for th e set of rules UC, when it exists, is ofform (9, 9, B), 
where B is a resolvent set of axioms. 
Proof. If the derivation process terminates, it means that we cannot apply any 
transformation rule. So, the set of axioms Ax and the set of critical pairs PC are empty 
and we obtain as a result ‘the 3-tuple (fl, 9, B), B . is a resolvent set of axioms since we 
proved that our transformation rules are correct and complete. 0 
Consider the case (easy but useful) of a set of commutativity axioms: 
C={X +iy=y +iXliEl}. 
This problem was first studied by Siekmann [28] for I reduced to one element and 
with an approach strongly related to the commutative theory. 
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The set of decomposable symbols is F - { + i 1 iEI } and C is resolvent since clearly 
all critical pairs are s-confluent. Any equation e=(u + i v = u’ +i v’) can thus be 
generalized into the disjunction of systems Gen(e, C, IV) (see Section 3.1) with A = C 
But, since x and y appear neither in e nor in the above disjunction of systems, e can be 
generalized in a more soft way by 
u = u’ 
Mut(e) = 
The mutation of a system S is then defined as Mut(S)= SCe_Mut(en. Since decomposi- 
tion and mutation can strictly decrease the size of the terms’ of the systems and 
merging preserves this size, there exists a strategy of decomposition-merging-muta- 
tion that terminates. Finally, since commutative theories are permutative, they are 
strict and the transformation rules given above determine a complete unification 
algorithm. 
This example is very simple but it shows how the tools developed here allow to give 
a unification algorithm and to prove its correctness and completeness in a unified and 
safe way. 
4. Conclusion 
We have shown how equational unification algorithm can be computed directly 
from the form of the axioms of some specific presentation of the theory. This is mainly 
achieved by a completion algorithm that is not terminating, in general, but which 
allows to compute automatically a unification algorithm in nontrivial examples. It has 
been implemented in Kyoto Common Lisp in the HIPER system by Jim Christian 
and by us [S] in OBJ [7]. 
This is certainly the first step toward the study of particular methods for finding 
mutation transformation for a particular class of theories. It will be interesting, in 
particular, to generalize the current framework to more general theories; in particular, 
collapse theory. 
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